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If you can find a solution, please give a comment.
A: You have the following conditions: if [[ -n

$feature ]] then and if [[ $feature = 3 ]] The first
one is never false, because you never test the
variable feature, but you test its name. So you
should change if [[ -n $feature ]] into if [[ -n

$feature ]] || [[ $feature = 3 ]] Q: How to compare
elements of two arrays? Let's say I have two

arrays var nums = [1,2,3]; var words = ["quick",
"brown", "fox", "jumps", "over", "the", "lazy",

"dog"]; I want to make an array that looks like so:
var newarray = ["quick","brown","fox","jumps","
over","the","lazy","dog"]; The newarray is what I
want. All the elements of newarray are equal to
the corresponding elements of words in the way

that you will get "quick" for word[0], "brown" for
word[2], and so on. A: Since you want an array
you can use Object.values() to create a 2d array
using the word as a key and the corresponding

number as a value: var nums = [1,2,3],
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[{name=[{username=usco, mac=badd,
phonenumber=+861549649518,
home=+875471675333, website=usco.me, email=,
birthday=, age=33}]}]. Enter a Member s Apple
iPhone 3G software 1.2.1 92150.Q: How to create a
multidimensional array in PHP? I'm trying to create
a class named Slider that has a name and a button
inside this class. The class has a button named
"next" that, when clicked, leads to the next button
and should load the next slide. If I start with 1 slide
I'm setting the newSlide[$i] to null, because if the
array keys are null then PHP complains about
having an empty array. I'm trying to add the next
button at the start of the first slide, so the
nextSlide[$i] should be 0. This is the case when I'm
creating the first slide: $i = 0; $this->slides[$i] =
null; $this->nextSlide[$i] = null; It works, but it
doesn't feel right. If I create the last one it will look
like this: $i = $this->totalSlides-1; $this->slides[$i]
= null; $this->nextSlide[$i] = null; This is the class:
class Slider { var $title; var $totalSlides; var $slide;
var $prevSlide; var $nextSlide; var $index = 0;
function __construct($title) { $this->title = $title;
$this->totalSlides = count($this->slides);
$this->slides = array(); $this->prevSlide = null;
$this->nextSlide = null; 82138339de
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